
See your 
home  
in a new 
light.



Natural light can have a  
powerful impact on our lives.  

It can completely transform a 
room, as it changes throughout 

the day – making any space  
feel more spacious. Daylight  

can also improve our health, 
making people happier and  

more relaxed. 

From loft conversions  
to new extensions, in here,  

you’ll discover how easy it  
can be to bring more daylight 

into your plans. Not to mention, 
into your home. You’ll also  

see what a difference natural 
light can make to you and  

your family.
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Understanding the light.

As the natural light changes throughout  
the day, so will your home. In the morning 
you might wake to a beautiful sunrise.  
In the evening, you could enjoy a meal 
underneath a golden sunset. 

Understanding how the light works  
in different buildings and rooms is  
important when it comes to getting  
the most out of the natural light. 

Light up 
your life.

When it comes to design projects,  
most people think about the interior 
space, the décor and all the finishing 
touches. But daylight is an important 
design feature in its own right.  
Which means it’s always worth  
thinking about how the light  
affects your home.

Where’s your home?
To help you make the most of the daylight, 
it’s important to think about where  
you’d like to position your windows. 
Choosing the right spot is vital when  
it comes to getting the most from the 
sun’s light throughout the day.

Letting more light in
Adding a single roof window can bring 
useful extra light into a room. Adding  
roof windows on opposite sides of  
a room catches the light as the sun  
moves across the sky.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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At VELUX we’ve been bringing more 
natural light and fresh air into people’s 

homes for over 70 years. In fact,  
we’re the world’s leading manufacturer 

of roof windows. This is because we’re 
always developing our products to 

make sure they’re the very best. 

But now the best is even better. 
That’s because after years of 

research, design and innovation,  
we’ve launched the New Generation 

of roof windows from VELUX.  
This is a rather special event, and not 

something that happens very often.

Our New Generation products  
include lots of subtle improvements. 

We’ll share some of these changes 
with you throughout this brochure.

New 
Generation. 

The best is 
now even 

better.
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New 
Generation. 
Same 
outstanding 
quality.

We’re so confident in the quality  
of our products, we offer a 10-year 
guarantee on windows and flashings, 
with 25 years’ availability on parts.  
We also offer a 3-year guarantee  
on all blinds, electrical products  
and accessories.
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 Enjoy 
the  

high life.
Lofts are often dark, dusty spaces 

used for storing unwanted junk.  
But, with the addition of some natural 

light, they could be so much more. 

With a little imagination and some 
help from VELUX, you could transform 

your existing loft into a versatile living 
space. Not only giving you another 

room, but also a cost effective way  
of adding more value to your home.

Brighter  
thinking.

We all want as much daylight to flood  
into our homes as possible. Which is why  

our New Generation of Roof Windows have  
an increased glazed area, letting even more 

daylight in. 
Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Using  
what’s  
up top.

The owners of this attractive, 
detached Victorian home decided 
that they needed extra space for 
both living and working. That’s 
why, over the course of a year, 
they built into the unused loft 
space to create some bright and 
beautiful new rooms.

The final transformation is truly 
inspiring. The space has been 
completely opened up and the 
windows allow the new living and 
working areas to be bathed in 
natural light for most of the day.

The VELUX CABRIO®  
Roof Balcony System 
fits perfectly into the 
roof space when closed.

When opened,  
the CABRIO® 
creates an  
instant balcony. 

PROJECT TyPE 

Loft Conversion

ROOM TyPE 

Living and Working Space

WINDOW TyPE 

CABRIO® Roof Balcony  
System and Top-Hung

LOOK 

Natural Pine
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Loft living.
When you think about what your  

loft could become, the possibilities  
are endless. Imagine waking up in  

a beautiful light and airy bedroom? 
Watching the kids run around in  

a bright new playroom? Or simply 
enjoying much more daylight in  

a stunning new living room?

Lighting a loft
Getting daylight into a loft is easy to do.  
Simply consider the size and shape of your  
loft space. Then decide how many windows  
you need to install and where to put them.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Roof terrace 
Built directly into the lowest part of your roof,  

the roof terrace uses the Top-Hung and side-hung 
vertical windows to create a doorway to an 

outside terrace, maximizing your living space.  
A great way to make the most of normally  

unused eaves space.

VELUX Cabrio® Balcony 
The VELUX Cabrio® Balcony brings style  
and innovation together to really open  
up a loft space. With its clever blend of  
Top-Hung and outward opening windows,  
it creates an instant balcony space,  
adding light, fresh air and a great view  
to give any property a real wow factor.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 

Blinds 
VELUX Blinds and Roller Shutters let you control 

heat and light all year round – and add a touch  
of style. Our blackout blinds and duo-blackout 

blinds offer total darkness and reflect heat in 
summer whilst retaining heat in the winter. 

Disney & VELUX  
Dream Collection 

Our new Disney & VELUX Dream Collection is a 
range of blackout blinds designed for the young 
– and the young at heart! From Mickey, Bambi 

and Planes to Minnie, Winnie the Pooh and 
Princesses, they bring fun and colour to any room. 

Top-Hung windows 
Available in either natural pine or white polyurethane finish, Top-Hung windows are the perfect choice  

for a loft conversion. It’s the best of both worlds: a practical, easy-to-reach window to bring fresh air into 
the home and a stylish solution which – thanks to its increased glazed area – lets even more daylight in.

Lofts –  
the products  
that create  
the look.

© Disney
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Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 

Our climate doesn’t always allow us  
to get out into the garden as much  

as we’d like to. But, imagine being 
able to feel like you’re in the garden 

when you’re actually still in the 
comfort of your own home?  

That’s exactly what you can  
do in a sunroom extension. 

The light floods in, giving you a very 
functional and flexible living area. 

What’s more, it also means that you’ll 
automatically add some extra space 

and value to your home.

A bright 
idea.

Safety  
first.

As children often like to play games  
indoors, we have a range of windows  

with shatter-proof safety glass.  
Just in case.

19Projects/Sunroom



PROJECT TyPE 

Extension

ROOM TyPE 

Sun Room

WINDOW TyPE 

VELUX INTEGRA®

LOOK 

White

GLAZING 

Energy Efficiency &  
Noise Reduction & Safety

Large control pad 
operated Centre-Pivot 
VELUX INTEGRA®  
Roof Windows are at 
the heart of the project.

Their white finish fits 
perfectly with the sleek, 
minimalist design of  
the space. 

A shining 
example.

In much need of extra space, the owners  
of this property decided to extend their 
existing house. However, they didn’t  
want to just add an ordinary extra room.  
Their plan was to create a light, spacious  
and very contemporary living area.

The end result is a breathtaking sunroom, 
which constantly lets plenty of natural  
light shine into the room.
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7Sunroom

Lighting an open ceiling
For ceilings that slope to the roofline, there are 
limitless combinations for creating your own light 
filled room. You simply choose the type of windows 
you want and decide where you want to put them.

A sunroom extension really can  
make you feel like you’re making  

the most of the garden without  
being exposed to the elements. 

Most people use their sunroom as  
a main living area. However, as they 

tend to be so bright and versatile,  
this kind of extension could also  

make the perfect dining room  
or even kitchen.

Bring the 
outdoors in.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Sunrooms –  
the products  
that create  
the look.

Creating an atrium effect 
A room with a flat roof doesn’t need to leave  
you feeling flat. Add a wow factor by using a 
combination of our centre-pivot roof windows to 

create a stunning atrium effect, flooding the room 
with natural light. 

VELUX INTEGRA®  
Electric Roof Window 

The VELUX INTEGRA® Electric Roof Window  
is the automated version of our well-known  
pivoted window. Its new state-of-the-art  
touchscreen control pad lets you control  
all windows and blinds through one  
single remote. 

Awnings blinds 
The weather can be unpredictable but when the 
sun does shine, our exterior awning blinds put you 
in control. They provide protection against passive 

heat from the sun’s rays but still allow daylight to 
flood in, so you can enjoy your view in comfort. 

Flat roof windows
With a VELUX Flat Roof Window you can transform 
any flat-roofed space – opening it up and bringing 

it to life. From a living room or hallway to a study 
or playroom it’s an ideal solution for virtually any 

room type. Plus excellent insulation, weather 
proofing and noise reduction, keep the effects  
of the cold, rain and hail at bay.

Rain sensors 
The sun won’t always shine on your sunroom. But with the VELUX INTEGRA® Electric Roof Window  
you needn’t worry. If the heavens open, exterior rain sensors mean that the system will close the  
window automatically. A touch of class.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Living 
lighter.

Letting more light flood into  
any space can transform a home. 

VELUX Roof Windows can open up  
under-used areas, giving them  

a whole new lease of life. Natural  
light can make any room feel  

more spacious too.

That’s why many people end up 
spending most of their time in the 

room that lets in the most natural 
light. It seems that people are just 

naturally drawn to the light.

Sounds  
good.

Now you can enjoy more peace  
and quiet in your home. The New  

Generation of windows have excellent  
sound insulation to keep noises like  

traffic outside.
Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Planning was 
straightforward as  
the project didn’t 
interfere with any  
of the neighbouring 
properties.

VELUX 
INTEGRA® Roof 
Windows were 
used throughout. 

PROJECT TyPE 

New Build

ROOM TyPE 

Living Space

WINDOW TyPE 

VELUX INTEGRA®

LOOK 

Natural Pine

GLAZING 

Standard Safety

Creating  
more  
space.

The couple behind this project came  
up with an ambitious plan to transform  
an unused garage at the bottom  
of the garden. They added a new  
pitched roof on top of the existing 
structure, to create a gorgeous new 
living area and mezzanine bedroom.

The finished garden studio manages  
to be both minimalist and chic, yet  
also warm and cosy in the winter.
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It’s often easier than you think to 
bring more natural light into your 

home. From innovative ideas like  
our flat roof system, to using a 

combination of roof windows  
to create an atrium, we can help  

you brighten up any living space. 

Anything’s 
possible.

Creating an atrium
Why not create a stunning feature  
by using a combination of our 
windows to create an atrium?

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Blinds 
As well as adding an attractive finishing touch, 
VELUX Roller Blinds and Pleated Blinds help make 
your living spaces as comfortable as possible –  

all year round. Block the glare of the sun in summer. 
And manage your daylight and privacy levels  

as required.  

You can get even more control and comfort  
with our exterior awning blinds. They provide 
protection against passive heat from the sun’s  

rays but still allow daylight to flood in, so you  
can enjoy your view in comfort.

Combining window products 
Our window solutions can be combined to meet 
the needs of any project – and maximize daylight 
in any living space. For example, sloping roof 

windows work brilliantly with vertical windows  
to bring light and air to storey-and-a-half houses.

Living space –  
the products  
that create  
the look.

VELUX INTEGRA®  
Electric Roof Window 

Living spaces are a place to relax. The VELUX 
INTEGRA® Electric Roof Window lets you do  
just that. With its innovative state-of-the-art 
touchscreen control pad you can control your 
windows and blinds through a single remote 
 – all from the comfort of your sofa.

Flat roof windows 
From a living room or hallway to a study or playroom you can bring any flat-roofed space to life with 

VELUX Flat Roof Windows. They bring large amounts of daylight to virtually any room type. But as well  
as letting even more daylight in, the VELUX Flat Roof Window keeps the elements well and truly out.

Excellent insulation plus noise reduction and weather protection mean rain, hail and snow pose no problem. 
So you get a flat roof window that offers extra peace of mind, practicality and style in equal measure. 

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Looks  
good.

If you’re transforming your home, every single 
aspect of the design has to be right. Including 

your windows. The New Generation from 
VELUX have softer edges and can be recessed 

into the roof for a more contemporary feel.

When you’re cooking up a dish full  
of nature’s finest ingredients, it’s nice 

when you can include some natural 
light too.

In many homes, the kitchen often  
ends up becoming a focal point for  

all the family to meet up. Which is 
why it makes sense to allow in as 

much daylight as possible.

All  
the right 

ingredients. 

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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PROJECT TyPE 

Extension

ROOM TyPE 

Kitchen

WINDOW TyPE 

Flat roof window

LOOK 

White

GLAZING 

Standard Safety

As flat extensions often 
don’t allow much 
natural light in, the 
VELUX Flat Roof 
System was used.

This allows a VELUX 
Roof Window to be 
installed, increasing 
the daylight.

A fresh 
creation.

This family decided to build a whole 
new kitchen, which could also act as 
a communal meeting space. Using 
some innovative ideas, they made 
sure that their flat-roofed extension 
still allowed in plenty of natural light.

The proof is in the pudding –  
and the end result is a beautiful, 
bright and light kitchen, that’s 
perfect for cooking, dining  
and entertaining.
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Create a light shaft
If you have an upstairs or single-storey  
room with no roofline of its own, you can 
construct a light shaft to cut through the 
loft and let light into the room below. 

It’s often easier than you think to 
bring more natural light into your 

home. From innovative ideas like  
our flat roof system, to using a 

combination of Roof Windows  
to create an atrium, we can help  

you brighten up any living space. 

Rustle
up some

natural
light.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Flat roof window 
Whether you’re putting the finishing touches  
to a new project or looking for replacements  
for existing dome windows, VELUX Flat Roof 
Windows are ideal. From their superb design  
and remote-controlled functions to the  
added daylight and fresh air they provide,  
they offer you the complete package.

Kitchens –  
the products  
that create  
the look.

Blinds 
Made of wipe-clean aluminium (perfect for humid 
environments), VELUX Venetian Blinds are a great 
way to control light and heat in the kitchen.  

Or there’s our range of flat roof blinds – as elegant 
and decorative as they are convenient and  

easy-to-manage.

White finish 
For kitchen windows, practicality matters just  
as much as style. With our sleek white finish 
option, you can enjoy both. A simple classic look 

that brings the best out of any space – but with  
a high-quality lacquer finish that requires less 

maintenance than pine. 

VELUX INTEGRA® Electric Roof Window 
These days, the kitchen is a place to cook, work, entertain and relax all in one. Whatever you’re doing,  
VELUX INTEGRA® Electric Roof Windows let you do it with confidence. Their intelligent touchscreen 
control pad technology lets you control all your windows and blinds with one single remote, while rain 

sensors mean they shut automatically if the weather turns nasty. 

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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A warm  
feeling.

Cosiness comes as standard with VELUX.  
All of our windows are energy-efficient.  

Plus our new ThermoTechnology™  
in the frame gives you better  

heat insulation.

When you have a growing family,  
it often makes financial sense to 

extend your existing home, rather 
than move house. If you do this,  

it’s worth thinking about bringing  
as much light as possible into  

your plans.

After all, extensions tend to be  
long and narrow – making it harder  

for natural light to find its way into 
the building. That’s where VELUX 

windows come in.

Just  
add light.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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PROJECT TyPE 

Extension

ROOM TyPE 

Living Space and Bedroom

WINDOW TyPE 

VELUX INTEGRA®

LOOK 

Natural Pine

GLAZING 

Energy Efficiency &  
Noise Reduction & Safety

VELUX INTEGRA® 
remote control 
windows were used 
throughout the project. 

These came in  
handy as many  
of the windows  
are in hard  
to reach places.

An 
enlightened 
idea.

With room to build outwards, the 
owners of this 18th century cottage 
realised that they had the chance  
to create a truly remarkable home. 
They added a considerable extension 
onto the traditional structure, 
doubling the size of the building. 

The finished design is quite 
breathtaking. Together with the 
folding doors, the roof windows  
let daylight flood into the interior.  
The overall effect is a calm and  
airy space, which feels like the 
outdoors has been brought inside.
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Lighting an extension
With an extension, the original room is usually 
longer, meaning that natural daylight has 
further to penetrate into the house. But, roof 
windows bring daylight deep into the living 
space, making the whole room feel brighter. 
(Diagram from Home Extension Design by 
Julian Owen, published by RIBA publications.)

A new extension can become anything 
you want it to. Many families just 

enjoy the additional living space.  
But, an extension can also make  

the perfect dining and kitchen area. 
Or, even a playroom for the kids.

The most important thing is to allow 
for plenty of light. Then, whatever you 

turn your extension into, you’ll know 
that it’ll always be bright and airy.

A great 
addition to 

the family.

New extension

Daylight has further 
to travel into house

Existing 
room

becomes 
gloomy

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Sun tunnels 
Sun tunnels can transform dark windowless  
spaces – such as bathrooms, corridors or  
cupboards – by letting natural daylight  
shine in. But they can also be used for  
night-time lighting with an optional  
low-energy kit.

Extensions – the 
products that  
create the look.

Combining window products
Often with extensions, you have a particular vision 
in mind. Fortunately, you can mix and match 
VELUX products to create the perfect look and 

maximize daylight for any shape or size of build.

VELUX INTEGRA® Electric Roof Window 
Daylight and fresh air will bring the best out of any extension – no matter what the room type.  

But even better is being able to control those elements in an instant. With its intelligent touchscreen 
control pad, the VELUX INTEGRA® Electric Roof Window lets you manage all your windows and  

blinds via one single remote.

Discover more at  
buildinginspiration.co.uk 
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Shed  
more light.

This brochure is simply here  
to give you a little inspiration.  

To show you how much  
of a difference it can make  

when you bring more natural 
light into your life.

But, if you visit velux.co.uk/
productselector or velux.ie/

productselector you can  
start thinking about your  

project in more detail  
using our product selector.  

This specially designed tool  
will help you find the right 

products for your very  
own project. 
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